Pelasgians

ancient

Dardanus was son of
elctra and zeus
according to mythology
,electra was daughter of
atlas and atlas was son
of japhet.According to
the bible japeth was son
od Noah which survive
with his brothers Sam
and Ham and it is
supossed that from japhet
was created europians.
Dardanus was founder of
ancient dardanians.
After the flod of Ohrid
lake Dardanus went to
Arcadia and appointed his
son name Idaeusit to role
in this region. Dionysius
of Halicarnassus (I 61.62)
says that the first
residence of Dardanians was
Arkadia, which ruled
together Dardanus and his
old brother Lasion ,who
came after the Atlas son of
Noah because Atlas was
first king of
Arcadia,According to
Gyseppe Catapano which
decifered egyptyan papirus
ancient pelasgians was
from atlantidaand then
they spread elong the
mediteran . Dardanus
married the daughter of
Palashit (tribe of the flow
of Palestinians today)
Chrysen and had two sons
Idaeusi , Mount Ida take
his name in Asia Minor and
Deimas.When occurred a
surge in Lake Ohrid and
Prespa ,most of Dardanians
fled to the island of

forgotten

people.

Samotrakës (according Samon
of Thrace), a remain part
of dardanians which
stayed in Arkadia ,Dardanus
appointed king his son
Deimas.From Samothrakes
then a part of
dardanians emigrated to
Asia Minor where he
established new settlements
because they knew very well
the wall-builder craft,
while Lasioni was hit by
lightning in the island
Samotrakës from Zeus
because he wanted to have
relations with
Dhemetrën.Dardani as leader
of his colony on the
Hellespont went Idea son
found a desolate land in
Asia minor that later was
called Frigia, and called
Mount Ida (i-gave road).
Some of these dardanians
continued their pilgrimage
to Asia, why is not casual
that Indian priests say
Alexander the Great that
you are the third coming
from there because before
him, Dardanians with
Carians
had peregrinate
to India this thing
underscores the great
Aristidh Kola, so up there
we find traces of the
Dardans.In Troy Dardan
was expected by the
Troyan king, Teucer who
gave his daughter Batean
,because Palas daughter
was died to
Dardan.Erikthion was born
with Batea Kingdom ,so he

was most happy men
because he inherit the
kingdom of both Dardan
and troyan king
Teucer.King Teucer thought
according to Athenian
historian Fanodem was
from Attica. Theukri was
glad, they had come because
the country was fertile
with few people .Trosi was
Erikthion son,the city of
Troya
takes the name from
Tros and the people of Troy
was called by his name
Troyans ,and Son of Tros
Ilion was founder of
legendary Troya..Në Frigia
he participated in
competitions to Frigjët
pellazge, but all Ilioni
defeated, and the king
granted Frigjëve of 50 boys
and 50 girls and gave a cow
laramane, and dote on the
place where it will stop
cow start Ilioni dardan
glamorous city of legendary
Troy. This is the glorious
history of ancient
Dardanians who founded Troy
and "Greek" today is a
historical fiction that are
not mentioned at all by
ancient historians,
therefore, all mixed up
with errors historians
Herodotus and Aristotle,
the first think that Helens
are special people because
it varies by race and
language connects Aristotle
mistakenly Graicoi Helena
with so today we have the
Greeks invented history
which is a fiction, because
all the ancient glory

belongs to the people of
Homer nor immemorial
pellazgjëve.Prandaj
mentions some "Greeks" in
the Iliad and Odisenë
because they s'egzistonin.
bashkëkohanikët called
Homer as his "Oh" the blind
man who left fame in the
history of European
civilization, Homer was not
Greek but his tongue was
the labi Today, even the
heroes of "Iliadës" and
"Odisesë" were not Greek,
they had the blood of our
ancestors Pelasgians, but
also established the Trojan
war from ancient Darbar,
was not a war between the
Trojan and Greek, but was
"ndërpellazgjike war"
between pellazge tribes
living in north and south.
Etnonimi "Greek" was not
mentioned at all by the
ancient writers, it was the
invention of the Romans
they mistakenly called
Hellenistic graicoi,
because in Epirus ruled
matriarkati or womens ,
because there was no
ancient Greek tribe or
village where the people
lived, so "Graicoi"
Aristotle linked with
Helens who made a mistake
because Homer mentions the
"women-woman" because of
the matriarchal system that
to Illyrian-pellazgjet,
hence the major decisionmaking powers that are
being shaped by Aristotle
founded heleno-Greek
ideology which lies at the

core of the modern Greek
state, even though all the
dignitaries who visited
Greece and the Greek
revulucionit Peloponnese
(Morea), Attica, Eube,
Beoti, Thesali, Chameria
speak Albanian, but major
powers put on the agenda
Aristotelian myth and
Greece established a 100%
Greek language so-called
artificial languages that
greqishjta Koine became
Ptolomeut commandment, that
politically the idea
Aristeas The
institucionalizoi
Arvanitasit Elifter
Venizelos. parahelene
period was ignored because
it works mendoheshte Homer
"Iliad" and "Odyssey" were
poetic fiction from
relevant academic circles,
while the German
archaeologist discovered
Hajnrih Shlimani Troy in
Asia Minor based just on
data to give Homer in
"Iliad" of Homer's works
should therefore be viewed
in the framework of history
that were codified to
pellazgjëve residents of
meditaranit immemorial
civilization that founded
the immemorial "Egjean.
Dodona was the religious
capital more accurately
pellazge "pellazgjite
Mecca, there was the
oracle, so Strabo said"
Thunderer of Dodones
pellazgjite ", this period
in history known as
parahelene dark period for

this period wrote a large
number of minds on the
brightest of that time as
Herodotus, Hesiodi, Strabo,
Tukididi, all these were
Homeri.Të when talking
about Pelasgians but were
confused about their
origin, especially Greeks,
Romans perzmadhuan still
mistake that the Greeks
called Graecoi in order to
pavetëdishme,
and during the conflict
between Sparta and Athens
went some mythology to show
superiority of Sparta to
Athinasve pellazge.
Have increased confusion
still more scholars
parahelene issue that have
not recognized the Albanian
language, which says that
the Stipcevici A. can not
be good scholars of this
period that he knows well
that the Albanian language,
and considering how
pellazgjishten "dead
language that left traces
Skåne", researchers have
gabuara.Herodoti
conclusions of which was
known as the father of
history, he spotted
"barbarians-pellazgj" by
Helena, to "barbarians"
were those who flisinin
pellazgjisht, therefore it
is not coincidence that all
serious scholars know that
the Albanian language and
deal with antiquity
pellazgjishtja reach the
conclusion that the old can
deshifrohet only through
the first language that

emerges from the trunk of
the languages of the people
unreal "indoeuropian"
Albanian language. One such
conclusion also issued a
friend of a prominent
rilindasi Konstantin
Kristoforidhit with which
many traveled through
Albanian areas Dr.Georg von
Han in his studies on the
Albanians made a triangleilir-pellazgjë famous
shqiptarë.Edhe ilirologu,
Prof.. Stipçeviçi reaches
the conclusion "that only
Albanians are those that
preserve language and
identity of this very
ancient pellazgjoIllyrian", while
pellazgjit, Hesoidi called
"Paleoktonos" or people
from dust, alleging that
our ancestors who were
residents pellazgjet most
ancient and native to
southeastern Europe that
inhabited the Balkan
peninsula to the Adriatic,
the Danube River and Asia
vogël.Samiu
"mendjendrituri" nickname
for rilindasin honor of
prominent Ottoman Albania,
in his monumental work
"Albania which was, what of
any place ", writes that
from pellazgjëve spilled:
Illyrians, Epirote,
Macedonians of Ancient
Thrace, Dake, Etrur but all
of it together a language
was barbaric language as it
was called Herodotus the
language in which pellazgje
flow of language

shqiptare.Pellazgjët lived
across Greece today, they
were deployed in More, so
Argosi from the Macedonian
dynasty of ancient kings
had argeadëve derived from
this settlement geography
pellazge known that Strabo
called "Argosi pellazge" .
Mikena had a civilization
was famous from Agamemnon
(He was thought) and his
brother Monealu (Mindwashed) was king of Sparta,
while Arkadia thought to be
the residence occupied by
the ancient pellazgjët,
even during revulucionit
"Greek "Random is not
arkadia (that is (More)
Akeja, Attica, Hydra,
species, Beotia says Finleu
were inhabited exclusively
by Albanians who speak the
Albanian language.
Therefore Arkadia be
thought of ancient
settlement with
pellazgjeve, in this
country thought to have
came out so many immigrant
dardan Dionysius of
Halicarnassus writes during
floods that have made Lake
Ohrid and Prespa today.
Homer does not mention
coming up very later in
this island is today known
as the Peloponnese, as our
that Herodotus lived in
Athens and is called
Pelasgians and later
historians invented a
science fiction as "Dorian
invasion" was not supported
by archaeological data, nor
that Homer akejtë of pëmend

in Troy not cited as
"Greek". Pellazgjit also
established an extremely
superb civilization on the
island of Crete and is
known as the Minoan
civilization, which alleged
the shkatrruan Doric tribes
that were pellazgjë who had
come from the near east and
northern Africa Matthew
Aref says were semitoEgyptian origin. An
important tribe of
operation were from the
Palestinians have their
origin sotëm.Ajo that has
left scars in the history
of Western civilization is
the Trojan war, which was
found by archaeologist
famous Hajnrih
Shlimani.Troja was a city
founded by the ancient
Darbar, who were great
workers, that among the
first worked iron and
forgive those possessing
this activity had great
achievements, they founded
three major cities as
Ulpiana, Skupi and Naisusi,
Copyright ancient territory
coincides with today's
Kosovo is today including
Sandzak shpopulluan Nis
that barbaric Serbs after
the Russo-Turkish wars of
1877-1878. migronte The
ancient people towards the
east, according to legends:
dardanusi Troy son of Zeus
established, pellazgjët
were city-builder, so the
Indian priests say
Alexander the great "that
you are coming from third

place (pellazgjia), it
takes understanding for the
predecessor of Alexander
the Great had passed that
way earlier than he, so he
followed the path of the
first to tij.Prijami
(leader) was king of Troy
dardan, also took the name
Dardanelles straits to
testify on the origin of
ancient benorëve epic
dardan this city.
Ndërpellazgjike the Trojan
War between pellazge akejve
and Darbar.
In Troy became a great war
between tribes pellazge ten
years, even though
mythology says that this
fight was made because of
the beautiful wife Helenës
king spartjan Monelaut, it
became a war for dominance
as the Peloponnesian War
that took place between of
Sparta and Athens because
Troy was a city very rich
and well designed for good
vocational njihinin
dardania of the
murëndertuesit, the walls
of Athens are built from
pellazgjëve therefore a
part of the city known as
"Pelazgikon" even in time
of Roman occupation .
Odysseus in aën of
akejve lumpy, which
The leading center for
shrewdness and craftiness
in the Trojan war.In that
battle was a leading center

of a brave warrior tribes
pellazgje mirmidonase,
Akili (so easily) he had
the nickname (aspeti =
swift) who kills son
Priamit,
Hektorin.Agamemnoni was
king from Mikena, a city in
which pellazgjit mikenas up
famous civilization for
which all writers write
Aegean period. Homer is
thought to have written in
VIII century BC, although
his works are meant to be
fiction Homerian, the
discovery of Troy by German
archaeologist Hajnrih
Shlimanit certifies that
works Homer is a codified
history of the ancient
period before AD when
pellazgjit gave this
civilization has
egjean.Prandaj civilization
in Crete where the trail
was developed civilization
Minoas, Mikenë, Troy,
Vince, where are found
inscriptions of around 5000
years BC It is not casual
that rhapsody "homerian" is
still alive in the Albanian
folk music genre in the
form of the song where
kėndohet and followed from
generation to generation
the glorious history of
epic heroes shqiptar.Enea a
brave soldier from Troy and
Trojan migron leaves in
Italic peninsula where Rome
establishes today, so
Aeneas founded the ancient
city of ancient Butrint,
whose ruins are located
today near Sarande the

southern coast of the sea
Jonë.Pellazgjët who settled
in the Italic peninsula
were called Etrur that
called Etruscan Roman and
"Tusk", but when they went
there and lived there other
tribes as Messapii pellazge
V., ... ... their language
managed to decipher,
scholar Zacharia Mayani
France, Nermin Vlora
Fallaski (daughter of
Ismail Qemali great patriot
who placed the foundations
of " Albania London (1913).
Headings found in Crete,
Lemnos, Vince were
completely identical with
Etruscan writing, so this
is a proof that they all
were pellazgj, but other
testimony today is that
Albanians live in countries
where grandparents lived
their immemorial: Albania,
Kosovo, Greece, Macedonia,
Turkey, Italy
Croatia, fossil
Bosnjë.Andaj best
civilization egjean
announced as the "dead" by
many researchers that light
is the Albanian language is
not coincidence that the
Albanian language is the
language of the first tree
that comes from IndoEuropean languages, while
people "indoeuropianet" is
science fiction, because
the root of all languages
is definitely
pellazgjishtja, and
elements of this language
we encounter in many
European languages, and

they had their own alphabet
alphabet discovered by
Evans Linear B and A. For
civilization spoke egjean
all ancient writers as
Diodori, Herodotus,
Euripides, Hesoidi,
Virgjili, Homer, Strabo,
Pausani .. tjerë.Edhe why
many Greeks tried to
understand all this
civilization, Helene Homer
mentions as tribe or hand
while (hand), our (our)
also eolët (money) which
the Greeks (of today) have
been assumed that three
Greek tribes did not
mention at all, even
Herodotus says that most
Athenians were Pelasgians
who speak Hellenic
language, while not
mentioned at all Greeks.
Graeci related later
Hellenistic Romans without
awareness, this link
graeci-Hellenic served to
close çesthjen
pellazge.Ndersa mistakenly
served with a Greek myth
about helenin son Priamit
that brought in Epirus as a
slave and Dori Akili
Mirmidonas mentioned as the
son of Helenit but the fact
that son was Heleni del
Priamit that was dardan
origin.
Other origins of doreve
thought to be
Semito-egjyptase that tries
to deny Tukididi entirely,
so the Greeks background is
very dark, for periods of
people denied
parahelen.Ndersa Robert

D'Angely
Says: Helen was called
pellazgians who speak
dialect helenishten was
pellazge jonisht language.
For Our people were
pellazge Herodotus says,
and were founders of
Athens, so the tribes Tezeu
Kola A. Lape that connects
with the tribes mentioned
as founding Labe XIII
century BC Athens and even
the city walls were built
of Pelasgians whom knew the
murëndertuesit vocational
and called Justin who
referred pelazgikon.Sipas
ancient historians says
that: "Macedonia formerly
called EMATIA (Kingdom)
under the name of king
EMATION "Great JONE", its
people while the country
was called pellazge Pajoni
", while the late 'King
Pajoninë the lead Pellagoni
(Offspring Joni), while"
the brightest "Sami thinks
Frashëri (Pellagonia Pleqësia), the king
mentioned in the battle
Trojës.Prandaj legend "of
the ancient Macedonians"
were some pellazgjitë and
speak pellazgjishten,
Strabo said that the
population of Macedonia,
Epirus and Illyria speak
the same language, even the
hair of waiting in the same
way, have the same customs,
and governance by assembly
of elders which call
Plakonia, the elders say
Plaixh while Plaixhe old,
distinguished from Helena

to jonishte written
language. R.S.P. Beekes
professor of comparative
linguistic indoeuropiane
says: morphological
analysis of word makos
(dorisht) and "dnos"
indoeuropiane is epamundur
language, so he
"Makedhonia" considers the
etymology parahelene, ie
the whole dynasty of
pellazgjike.E words were at
odds Argeadëve with Helena
(pellazge), especially
Philip II and Alexander the
great who underwent
Hellenic relevant policy,
as soldiers who did not
take them because s'iu
believe the difference is
that while keeping the
language ancient
Macedonians and the ancient
tradition pellazgjëve
Bronze period, Helena were
pellazgjë who had taken
Phoenician alphabet and
speak helenishten old.
Sllavobullgarët of today
who claim to be "the
ancient Macedonians, who
appeared after the year
2000, and that instead of
pellazgjishtes speak
dialect with bullgarishtes
Serbian elements produced
as a Serbian agent Blaze
Koneski (Blagoja Oran
Lyameviç) çetniku nephew of
a Serb, the
ultranationalist Serbian
educated center in
Kragujevac with a
scholarship from King A.
Karadjordjevic and Harvard
sllavisti known Horace Land

that was invited by Harvard
to establish the first
grammar of the language
"Macedonian" after the
second war
botërore.Historia of this
"new nation" included in
the VMRO-revulucionarët,
which were genuine
atdhetarė Bulgarian
Bulgarian stated that
fought against Serb
propaganda and Macedonia
remained under Ottoman
Empire by the Congress of
Berlin to bashkangjesin
mëmës Bulgaria. Official
version of the "Macedonian
history" admits the irony
of fate only Akedemia
Albanian science, which
avoids a really historic
colonial state that was
established on the
territories of ethnic
Albania, Yugoslavia
gllabëroi For a large part
of the Albanian
territories, which were
given during the Congress
of Berlin (1878) and London
(1913), at least "academic"
Skåne stay Albanian nor
antiquity nor modern
history on the issue of
Albanians living in former
projects Jugosllavi.Prandaj
these were purely Serbian
colonial policy . Later
this nation created during
Asnom Pçinski Pcinski it in
1944 adopted as symbols
pellazgje using sun-star on
exactly pellazgjët old
symbol of gods Molossians
pellazgjite.Prandaj
observed a total variance,

a total diskontinuitet
historical, so it is
difficult to obey this
people serious historians
that their identity devijoi
genuine Slav-Bulgarian was
also infiltruan in Serbian
Vlachs, Montenegrins,
Gorani, etc. ... tërbesh
League this SlavicBulgarian people of ancient
Macedonia pellazgjike made
royal academy of sciences
among the zëshmit Serbian:
Jovan Cvijiçi, but the
father of Alexander Bjeliçi
"Maqedonizimit idea" is
Novakoviçi Stojan kryeatar
was as royal academy of
sciences of Serbia 19061915 ", whose idea of
institucionalizoi,
communist party Yugoslav
and that went "Macedonia
today" without any
connection with the ancient
Macedonians did this
pellazgje.Serbët about to
benefit from the
relationship established
between the major powers
and Bulgaria in Berlin
congress happened as
response to the signing of
the Treaty of St. Stephen
to reduce Russian influence
in ballkan.Prandaj this
idea was designed by
Serbian academics for
colonial purposes, which
had the aim of expanding
Serbian territories, under
the "Garashinian" that was
a vision to coincide with
the Kingdom created by
Stefan Dushanit . Therefore
the connection with ancient

Macedonia is political
fiction colonial purposes,
Serbia to settle areas of
the ancient Dardania and
Pajonisë Illyrian
serbisë.Prandaj south of
this distortion of reality
that makes Serbs colonists
that its population in
large percentage Illyrians
were assimilated into the
Serbian body model tribal
County is in imitation of
tribal body of the
Illyrians who lived up to
the Danube River, so with
that best testify pellazge
inscriptions found in 5000
years BC Vince belonging
pellazgjike civilization.
The romantic myth of the
Kosovo battle (1389) runs
counter to all serious
historians, lived up to the
Danube River dardane, most
of them assimilated, and
Nis the whole Sandzak
shpopulluan after RussoTurkish war (1877-1878)
that exclusively occupied
by Albanians, which is
known as Nishi has been
important city of ancient
Dardanise Naisusi, Romans
made the capital of
Dardania, Serbs state
population increased at the
expense of the population
therefore dardane origin of
many Serbs. Even many Roman
emperors who had originally
Illyrian and play major
role in survival of the
empire were of Smirnes
(Mitrovica Srem),
(Singidunum) Belgrade
today, Dardania, Dalmatia,

etc. .. eg: big Constantine
was dardan of Nis,
Dikleciani was Salonës
Dalmatian city of Split
close of today, Justinian
was of Tauresiumit in
Skopje today that was also
iliro - dardan ie all these
landscapes banoheshin of
Illyrian-pellazgeve.Nëse
made genetic analysis
Albanian appear such as:
Bojkoviç-Bujku, DjukanovicGjuka, Djindjic-Gjinaj,
Kraishnik-Kreshnik etc. ..
also the territory where
they reside today was
Illyrian - pellazgjike that
the genocide through their
lands transferred by the
stërgjyshore.Vetë dynasty
Nemanjiçëve embryos that
have established the first
Serbian state was under
Prof. S. Isovic Nimani
family who lived in the
district of Prizren so it
asserts a Serbian pop
Albanian origin, but Stefan
Dushanit had studied in FC,
so he brought laws were
similar to the Kanun of
Leke DUGAGJINI, Albanian
tribe were Vasojeviqët
Montenegrin tribe is
derived from S. Milosevic
and Arkan, Vasojeviqët
Albanian tribe were
originally from Hoti this
proves researcher Spiro
Kulisaqi and Edith Durham,
as that was Arvanites
Elifter Vanizelos Aristidh
Kola said the sight of
"antishqiptarizëm", so he
said keqkuptua F. Konica
when "God save us from

Albania Albanians" and
"Albania will become the
ire of the Albanians".
Therefore dardane ancient
history is interesting,
Dardania were more advanced
people they knew to edit
ancient metal, were good
farmers to cultivate wheat,
corn and even the Albanians
thanks to this feature was
called Arba (field-made)
then arvanit, Arnaout
etc. .. Copyright
pellazgjite that
shtriheshte on Pajoni
(shtriheshte that today's
Macedonia), so Darbar were
"city builders" because
they were also good
bricklayer, not in vain
even as Dardanusi mythology
was Zeus and son Elektrës
and brother of Harmony,
women and Jassionias Kadmi
related to the cultivation
of wheat and grain worship.
Alexander the
Great
Dardania known as builders
of so many cities were
called as "Poliarkis" this
feature had the great
Alexander who won the third
Darin Persian king not to
be emperor, but to build
cities and to spread
civilization, with What he
also leaves his father's
concept of Philip II was an
ambitious king and had the
concept of babilonasve that
lead oligarkik dynasty
Akamenidëve (leading

dynasty of the Persians),
for this reason Aristotle
accuses Kalisteni nephew,
and this was the moment
when Alexander acarohen
great relationship with
Aristotle, because
Kalisteni punished by
Alexander because Alexander
doubts about conspiracies
against him and prepared
his case such as Filotës
son Parmenionit (General
Alexander great), but also
Roksana wife, and mother of
Alexander Olympia
allegations of a plot of
charge to Aristotle and
General Antipatrit
responsible in Macedonia
which has data that may
have been Aleksandrit.Mbase
biological father was the
reason that Aristotle
pellazge Stragira prepared
with Antipatrin of
Alexander the great plot to
which The poisoned so says
the ancient historian
Arijani.Leka great
këshillohej of Plato's
academy, so he addressed
the Macedonian phalanx to
which the ancient historian
Justin pellazge were clean
and that his army consisted
mainly of Illyrian tribes,
and only 600 Greeks Epirote
who turned Alexander the
subject and believed, while
the Persian army with 30
000 soldiers dispononte
mercenaries led
helenë.Aleksandri great
"pellazgjëve alliance"
because his soldiers were
were the Illyrians,

Macedonians, Thrace, the
mother came Epirote from
Olympia girls the king of
connectivity Molossians
Neoptolemi, so maternal
language of Alexander was
speaking and writing
language that Homer, and
that all the tribes speak
as Molossians Epirote,
Kaon, then Albanian
Thesprotia, while his
Frymëzuesi was his famous
uncle from which flowed
neoptolemenjëve dynasty of
"kings of Epirus" according
Plutarkut, "Akili"
mirmidonas, the hero of the
Trojan battlefield hero
with whom Alexander was
recognized in childhood
because he was under his
stay jastekun major works
of Homer "Iliad", so his
soldiers flisinin all of
their maternal language
pellazgjishten, and
Alexander was somewhat more
vulnerable when his
maternal language nençmohej
"pellazgjishtja" ancient
historians write so even
though at that time was the
most popular helenishtja
golden period of Athens,
which occurred about 500
years -400 BC which
preceded the famous reforms
lawmakers Sollonit, Athens
became a center of culture
and that was in vogue to
called cultured Then those
flisinin this language,
while the "barbaric" those
who speak pellazgjishten,
so in this context
Herodotus pellazgjit calls

barbaric, while the number
of so-called "Helena" by
shkrrija increase the
adoption pellazgjëve the
exact language of the
Hellenistic pellazgjëve so
Herodotus writes in his
work "The History of
Herodotus" when speaking
about the origins of the
golden period Athinasve.Kjo
Athens shkatrroi lasted
until the Peloponnesian War
(moresë) that happened
between Athens and Sparta,
namely driven by the
tendency of educated
Perikleut of sofistëve that
link to delos konfederale
empire to turn in control
of Athens

